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Chapter 1

Introduction
In this project we consider iterative methods for solving large systems of linear
equations. A large variety of such methods is available, but in practice the
selection of the appropriate method and, in particular, the implementation of it
proves to be very time consuming.
There seems to be a need for an environment that handles the calls to these
methods in a uniform way. It must be user friendly like Matlab or Mathematica,
though it should not function as a 'black box'; it will be the user who selects a
solver and not the program. Furthermore, this environment must be completely
open; it should make use of existing methods and packages, and permit new
methods to be added and old ones to be removed relatively easily. In a certain
sense, the environment should result in a laboratory in which experiments with
different solvers can be done relatively easily.

1.1

Program design

In our approach the methods used for solving the matrix equation are obtained
from two different kinds of source:
1. Routine libraries, consisting of many individual procedures written in
a programming language like C or FORTRAN. The user can select the
method most suitable for his problem.
2. Complete packages like Matlab, Maple or Mathematica. The user will not
be able to select a specific method and in general it would not be possible
to solve very large sets of equations (more than 2000 unknowns). However,
these packages contain some very powerful graphical routines which could
be used to represent various kinds of data. Also these packages can be
useful for an extensive analysis of relatively small model problems.
The ability to use so many different sorts of methods and packages requires
a flexible way of representing data. In many applications the matrices will be
5
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sparse, i.e. most of the entries will be zero. We use some standard methods to
compress such a matrix to save computation and memory usage.
For sufficient flexibility with respect to data and external packages the use
of a suitable programming language is of major importance. In this project
we hope to show that a useful open environment can be obtained using the
object-oriented language C++.

1.2

Prototype

We have built a prototype program in which we implemented several different
sparse matrix structures, an interface for Matlab and some iterative methods
from the Templates library for solving equations. An important aspect of this
prototype is that it must be user friendly and that it should be relatively easy
to add new methods or interfaces to other packages in the future.

Chapter 2

Sparse matrix storage
formats
If the coefficient matrix A is sparse, large-scale linear systems of the form Ax = b
can be solved efficiently if the sparsity of the structure of A is used. Sparse

storage schemes allocate contiguous storage in memory for the nonzero elements
of the matrix, and perhaps a relatively small number of zeros. This, of course,
requires a scheme for knowing where the elements fit into the full matrix.
There are many methods for storing the data. Here we will discuss COMPRESSED Row STORAGE, JAGGED DIAGONAL STORAGE and SKYLINE COMPRESSION FOR SYMMETRIC MATRICES. For more information about sparse
matrix storage formats see [bar01].

2.1

Compressed Row Storage (CRS)

The Compressed Row Storage format is the most general: it makes no assumptions at all about the sparsity structure of the matrix, and it does not store
any zero elements. On the other hand, it is not very efficient, because it needs
an indirect addressing step for every single scalar operation in a matrix-vector
product or preconditioner solve and we do assume that the matrix is not singular.
The Compressed Row Storage (CRS) format puts the successive nonzeros
of the matrix rows in contiguous memory locations. Assuming we have a non
symmetric sparse matrix A, we create 3 vectors: one for floating-point numbers
(val), and the other two for integers (COLind, rOlLptr). The val vector stores
the values of the nonzero elements of the matrix A, as they are traversed in
a row-wise fashion. The coLind vector stores the column indexes of the elements in the val vector. That is, if val(k)= ai,j then coLind(k)= j. The
rOlLptr vector stores the locations in the val vector that start a row, that is, if
val(k)= ai,j then row_ptr(i)::; k < row_ptr(i+1). By convention, we define
row-ptr(n+1)= nnz + 1, where nnz is the number of nonzeros in the matrix
7
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A. The storage savings for this approach are significant. Instead of storing n 2
elements we need only nnz storage locations for real numbers and nnz + n + 1
locations for integers.
As an example, consider the non-symmetric matrix A defined by

A=

10
3
0
3
0
0

0

9
7
0
8
4

0
0
8
8
0
0

0 -2
0 0
7 0
7 5

9
0

9
2

0
3
0
0
13
-1

(2.1)

The CRS format for this matrix is then specified by the arrays {val(k) ,
coLind, rO"Lptr} given below

If the matrix A is symmetric, we only need to store the upper (or lower) trian-

gular part of the matrix. We did not implement this option.

2.2

Jagged Diagonal Storage (JDS)

A simplified form of JDS, called ITPACK storage or Purdue storage, can be
described as follows: In the matrix A from (2.1) all elements are shifted left:
10
3
0
3
0
0

0

0
9 0
7 8
0 8
8 0
4 0

0 -2
0 0
7 0
7 5

9
0

9
2

0
3
0
0
13
-1

-.

10
3
7
3
8

-2

9
8
8
9
2

4

3
7
7
9
-1

5
13

(2.2)

after which the columns are stored consecutively. All rows are padded with
zeros on the right to give them equal length. Corresponding to the array of
matrix elements val ( : , : ), an array of column indices, coLind(:,:) is also
stored:
4
val(:,1) 10 3 7 3 8
2
val(:,2) -2 9 8 8 9
val(:,3)
0 3 7 7 9 -1
val(:,4)
0 0 0 5 13 0
coLind(:, 1)
coLind(:, 2)
coLind(:,3)
coLind(:,4)

1
5
0
0

1
2

2 1
3 3
6 4 4
0 0 5

2
4
4

2
5

6
6 0
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This storage format still stores some unnecessary zeros. We can avoid them
as well by sorting the matrix rows, such that the first rows will be the ones with
the most nonzero elements. Then the val array will be as follows:
val(:,1)
val(:,2)
val(:,3)
val(:,4)

3
8

8
9
7 9
5 13

4
2
-1
0

7

8
7

0

3
9
3
0

10

-2
0
0

Now the rows of val, without the zero elements, are stored in a linear array
jdiag and an array jd_ptr keeps track of the beginning of each row in jdiag.
The new data structure is called jagged diagonals. The number of jagged diagonals is equal to the number of nonzeros in the first row, i.e., the largest
number of nonzeros in any row of A. The data structure to represent the n x n
matrix A therefore consists of a permutation array (perm( 1: n») which reorders
the rows, a floating-point array (jdiag(:») containing the jagged diagonals in
succession, an integer array (coLind( : ») containing the corresponding column
indices, and finally a pointer array (j d_ptr ( : ») whose elements point to the
beginning of each jagged diagonal. The JDS format of the above matrix A is using the linear arrays {perm, jdiag, coLind, jd_ptr} is given below (jagged
diagonals are separated by semicolons). The number of storage locations for
real numbers is again nnz and the number of locations for integers is at most

nnz + 2n.

2.3

Skyline Storage (SKS)

The final storage scheme we have implemented is for symmetric skyline matrices. Because the matrix is symmetric, we only store the lower triangular
part. The method we used to store the elements of the matrix places all the
rows (in order) into a floating-point array (val(:»), and then uses an integer
array (rolLptr(:») whose elements point to the beginning of each row. The
column indices of the nonzeros stored in val ( :) are easily derived and are not
stored. For implementation reasons we stored an extra element in rOlLptr(: )
that contains the total number of nonzero elements. A zero on a row between
a nonzero element and the diagonal is treated as a nonzero element. Therefore
the SKS storage method often uses more space than the two methods above.
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As an example, consider the symmetric matrix
10

3

B=

0

3
0
0

3 0 3
9 7 0
7 8 6
0 6 7
0 0 9

0
0
0

B defined by
0
0
0
0

9
9 2
0 0 0 2 -1

(2.3)

The SKS format for this matrix is then specified by the arrays {val (k) ,
rOlLptr} given below. It is hard to say anything about the amount of memory
needed for this method. It is a good method for matrices whose nonzero elements
are all close to the diagonal.

2.4

File formats

In this paragraph we give a description of the file formats we used to store
the data with the storage formats we described above. The storage format is
determined by the extension of the filename. In this paragraph an array is
represented by the length of the array and the type of the individual elements.
All the data is stored binary.

CRS (extension' .crs')
<integer>
dimension (dim) of the matrix
dim+l<integer> the array row_ptr. The final element in this array, i.e.
row_ptr [dim+1], is the number of nonzeros plus one
(nnz+l)
the array col_ind
nnz<integer>
nnz<double>
the array val

JDS (extension' .jds')
<integer>
<integer>
<integer>
dim<integer>
nnz<integer>
nnz<double>
noc<integer>

dimension (dim) of the matrix
number of nonzeros (nnz) of the matrix
number of columns stored (noc)
the array perm
the array col_ind
the array jdiag
the array j d_ptr

2.4. FILE FORMATS

SKS (extension' .sks')
<integer>
dimension (dim) of the matrix
dim+1<integer> the array row_ptr. The final element in this array, i.e.
row_ptr [dim+1], is the number of values stored, this
also includes the zero elements that are treated as nonzeros (znz). This number is not the number of nonzero
elements (nnz) in the matrix!
znz<double>
the array val

Full (extension ' .ful')
<integer>
dim~2<double>

dimension (dim) of the matrix
the array val of the matrix. The array is stored rowWIse.

11
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Program Manual
The program can be started by executing the unix-program main. Directly after
starting the program a prompt (») will appear, and commands can be given.
Every command begins with a command name followed by a comma separated
argument list. When a command results in a return value, one of the arguments
must be an identifier which shall contain the returned value. Variables do not
need to be declared beforehand. All lines of input are separated by a carriage
return or a space character, so keep in mind not to use any space characters in
a command. Below we give an overview of the commands we implemented and
their structure, and two examples in which some of the commands are used.

3.1

Commands

qui t Terminates the program and returns to the operating system.
varlist Gives an overview of the variables in the context.
varinfo Gives an overview of the variables in the context and some additional

information about these variables.
clear{ variable) Removes variable from the context.
clearall Removes all variables-from the context.
readmatrix ("filename", matrix) Reads a matrix from "filename" into matrix
readvector{ "filename", vector) Reads a vector from "filename" into vector
writevector{ "filename", vector) Writes a vector vector to "filename".
cgsolve (matrix, vector1, vector2) Solves the equation using the Conjugate Gradient method. vectorJ is the right hand vector. The solution is written
into vector2.

13
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cgsolveset (preconditioner, iterations, tolerance) Sets the parameters for the
Conjugate Gradient method. preconditioner is the number of the preconditioner that will be used, iterations is the maximum number of iterations
that will be done and tolerance is the maximum tolerance.
bicgsolve (matrix, vectori ,vector2) Solves the equation using the BiConjugate
Gradient Stabilized method. vectori is the right hand vector. The solution
is written into vector2.
bicgsolveset (preconditioner, iterations, tolerance) Sets the parameters for the
BiConjugate Gradient Stabilized method. preconditioner is the number of
the preconditioner that will be used, iterations is the maximum number
of iterations that will be done and tolerance is the maximum tolerance.
matlabsolve( matrix, vectori, vector2) Solves the equation using Matlab. vectori is the right hand vector. The solution is written into vector2.
matlabplot3d(vector,xdim,ydim) Plots the vector three dimensionally using
Matlab. The vector will be transformed to a xdim*ydim matrix.
matlabplot3dset ( "colormap", "shading", edge) Sets the parameters for the plotroutine in Matlab. edge must be one (there will be an additional edge of
zeros plotted) or zero.
matlabstructure (matrix) Shows the structure of matrix using the Matlab-spy
command.
matlabgenerate(" Matlab command", vector) Sends the" Matlab command" to
Matlab and reads a Matlab-vector into vector. The "Matlab command"
must put the return vector in the Matlab-vector b. It is possible to use
more Matlab-commands, they must be seperated by semicolons. An example of a possible" Matlab command" would be "b=zeros[1600, 1];b[720]=1"
This command must be used with great caution.

3.2

Example 1

First we give a short example in which we solve a matrix equation and plot the
solution using Matlab.
unix~prompt>

main

»
After starting the program by executing main, the prompt of the command
line interface will appear. First, we read in a right hand side vector and a matrix
in sks format from file. The file 'pois1600.sks' contains the two dimensional
poisson matrix using skyline format.

15
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» readvector(" a . vec ",b)
» readmatrix(lpo is1600.sks",A)
» varinfo
b
A

Vector
Matrix

1600
1600

SKS format

7840

»
As can be seen the variable context now contains the vector b of length 1600
and a 1600 by 1600 matrix A. This matrix A has 7840 nonzero elements. The
global structure of this matrix can be displayed with the following command
(see Figure 3.1 for the result):

» matlabstructure(A)
»

200
400
600
800
1000
1200
1400
1600 '--_--'-_ _...L.-_----I._ _--'---_ _' - - _ - - ' -_ _-'--_.>0....>1
o
200
600
800
1000 1200 1400 1600
400
nz = 7840

Figure 3.1: Structure of matrix A
We solve the system Ax = b using the conjugate gradient method as follows:

» cgsolve(A,b,x)
» varinfo

CHAPTER 3. PROGRAM MANUAL
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Vector
Matrix
Vector

b

A
x

1600
1600
1600

SKS format

7840

»
To plot the solution vector x in three dimensions we have to supply the
number of grid points in x- and y-direction . For example, a vector of length
1600 can represent a solution on a 20 by 80 as well as on a 40 by 40 grid. In
our case, the matrix A is the result of a 40 by 40 discretisation.

» matlabplot3d(x,40,40)
»

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

o
50
50

o

0

Figure 3.2: Three dimensional plot of the solution vector
Finally we save the result vector to file and quit the program.

» writevector("result" ,x)
» quit
unix(Qprompt>

17
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3.3

Example 2

After starting the program we read in a non-symmetric matrix from file using
Compressed Row Storage (CRS).
unix~prompt>

main

» readmatrix( four1600.crs",A)
»
l

Next, we create our own right hand-side vector using Matlab:

» matlabgenerate( b=ones(1600,1)",f)
» varinfo
l

A
f

Matrix
Vector

1600
1600

CRS format

7840

»
The Matlab command b=ones (1600,1) creates a 1600 by 1 matrix of ones.
Now we use the conjugate gradient method again to solve the equation Ax = b:

» cgsolve(A,f,x)
ERROR: Template routine fails to converge.
»
A slight mistake: the matrix A is not symmetric so we have to use another
iterative solver. Try the BiCGSTAB solver:

» bicgsolve(A,f,x)
» varinfo
A
f
x

»
»

Matrix
1600 CRS format
Vector
1600
Vector
1600
matlabplot3d(x,40,40)

7840

(See the result in figure 3.3) We can solve the same system again with different parameters for the BiCGSTAB solver. We can set the preconditioner (0
no preconditioning), set the maximum number of iterations (50) and change
the maximum tolerance (0.8) (See figure 3.4):

=

» bicgsolveset(0,50,0.8)
» bicgsolve(A,f,b2)
» matlabplot3d(b2,40,40)

»

18
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50
40

30
20
10

o
50
50

o 0
Figure 3.3: Surface plot of the vector x

40

30

20

10

o
50
50

o

0

Figure 3.4: Surface plot of the vector b2

Chapter 4

Object oriented
•
programmIng
For readers who are not familiar with the concept of object-oriented programming languages, we included a cite from Marco Cantu and Steve Tendon, [can05]
It is possible to recognize at least three fundamental elements that must be present
in any truly object-oriented languages: classes, inheritance, and polymorphism.

4.1

Classes

The first key element of object-oriented programming is classes. Generally, a class can
be defined as an abstract description of a group of objects, each of which is differentiated
by a specific state and is able to perform a series of operations.
For instance, a fountain pen is an object that contains data and procedures (or
functions) that are capable of operating on that data. So the class of fountain pens
could have, for instance, a variable that indicates whether it is filled or empty; another
variable might contain the quantity of ink actually loaded. The class will also contain
some related functions that operate or use those variables. A write function will be
able to work as long as there is ink, consuming ink and eventually getting to the point
where no ink is left.
Within a program, classes have two principal purposes: they can define abstractions and they favor modularity.
Note: In the above description, we have used the terms class and object several
times: what is the difference? An object describes a single element, no matter how
complex it might be. A class, instead, describes a family of similar elements. In
practice, a class is like a scheme that is used to define corresponding objects. It's the
same kind of difference that there is between a blueprint describing how to build a car,
and the number of cars built according to that blueprint that come out of a factory
plant. The blueprint (a class) describes a general car. Starting with this general idea,
you can actually define one or more particular cars (an object).
From a class, you can define a number of objects. Each of these objects will
generally have a peculiar state of its own (a fountain pen can be filled, another can
be half-empty, another completely empty), and other characteristics (like their color),

19
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although they will all share some common operations (like " write" , "refill", or "put
the cap on").

4.2

Classes and Abstraction

To define an abstraction means to describe a real-world entity, no matter how complex
it might be, and then use this description in a program. You can think of a class as
the extension of a record. Beyond aggregating a number of data items of different
data types (as an ordinary record), a class also defines a behavior, which is expressed
by the set of all valid values that its data items can take together with the operations
(for instance, functions) that can be performed on these data items.
The idea of writing programs by defining a series of abstractions is not a novelty of
object-oriented programming languages. However, the possibility of using classes is a
great step toward managing abstractions in a programming language, because it helps
to define new user-defined data types that can actually be thought of as an extension
of the programming language.

4.3

Classes and modularity

Modularity is the possibility of subdividing an application into many smaller pieces
(called modules), each of which should be as independent as possible from the application as a whole, as well as from the other pieces of which it is a part.
The idea of modularity also derives from past experience, and it has been known
and used for some time, although not always correctly. One of the most important
concepts of good subdivision into modules is encapsulation (also known as the principle
of information hiding). According to this idea, a key trait of every class is precisely that
of " hiding" both data as well as algorithms. For this reason, classes are often thought
of as black boxes, of which you are only allowed to know what they do, but no how
they do it. You do not need to know the actual inner workings (the "implementation
details" of a class) to be able to use the class; they can even be changed without
affecting the program or the other modules that actually use the class.
The concepts of classes and objects, although fundamental to object-oriented programming, are not exclusive to it. In fact, programming with classes is simply an
extension of programming with modules and programming through data abstractions.
These kinds of techniques are well consolidated and used even by programmers who
use methods and programming languages that are not object oriented.
To be fully object oriented, a programming language must also support inheritance
and polymorphism.

4.4

Inheritance

The first really new and different element of object-oriented programming is inheritance. Inheritance is a feature by which it is possible to define a class, not from scratch,
but in terms of another class. A class inherits its characteristics (both data as well as
functions) from another class.
In the fountain pen example, you could define a class of cartridge-refilled fountain
pens that derives from the generic class of fountain pens. All traits of a fountain pen
are present even in cartridge-refilled fountain pens (you can write, refill, put the cap
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on and so on), albeit with some differences (the refill operation will be simpler and
faster).
Inheritance is a construct that is very powerful, but also very difficult to use -at
least for beginners. One difficulty is in understanding the real meaning (semantics) of
inheritance. In fact, several different interpretations and practical uses are possible.
• The first and probably the simplest, interpretation is to consider inheritance
as an operation by which you obtain specialization. In this case, a class that
inherits from another class represents a subset that has some specific behavior
of its own. For instance, a class that describes all managers or all secretaries
of a company is a specialization of a class that describes all employees of that
company.
• Another common interpretation and usage of inheritance is that of representing
a generalization. In this case, inheritance is useful to "factor out" common elements and to simplify the description of a certain real world fact. For instance,
starting with the classes of managers and secretaries, you could define a generic
class of "white collars" that describes the common trait of "clerical staff." The
definition of the class of white collars constitutes a generalization of the attributes (and behaviors) that are shared by many employees, each of which has
its own peculiarities. Here inheritance is valuable, because once a white-collar
class has been defined, it is possible to inherit from it all the characteristics that
are shared by clerical employees; for instance, it would be possible to define a
class of salespeople.
To sum up, inheritance is an effective tool that can be used to manage similarities
and differences between classes of similar objects.

4.5

Polymorphism

The third significant feature of object-oriented programming languages is polymorphism, which indicates, literally, the possibility that an entity takes many forms. In
more practical terms -although simplified somewhat- polymorphism allows you to refer to objects of different classes by means of the same program item, and to perform
the same operation in different ways, according to which object is being referenced at
the moment.
For example, when describing the class of mammals, you might note that eating
is a fundamental "operation" for mammals to live. So every kind of mammal must
be able to perform the function Eat. On the other hand, a cow ruminating in a field
of grass, a child enjoying chocolate fudge ice cream, and a lion devouring an antelope
illustrate the different responses that the different mammals give to the same function
(Eat).
Polymorphism is the possibility of taking an object of type (Mammal) and telling
it to Eat; it will do that action that is most appropriate for itself. It is not a kind of
"programming magic," but simply a programming technique to execute a function of an
appropriate class (which must in any case have been defined and written beforehand).
Classes, inheritance and polymorphism are the three fundamental aspects of objectoriented programming that are universally recognized as essential elements of " object
orientedness." However, there is no universal consensus on how these constructs should
actually be realized in a programming language. For instance, inheritance can be
simple or multiple; polymorphism can have very different formulations in different
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object-oriented languages. Beyond the technical differences, these three fundamental
elements that distinguish object-oriented programming from traditional programming
open the way for a new style of designing and implementing computer applications.

Chapter 5

Program structure
In this chapter we will discuss the global structure of the program. For more
technical information see the Numlab manual [man07].

5.1

Matrices and vectors

In our setting matrices and vectors are the most fundamental objects that need
to be defined. The advantage of using objects is that one can define variables
of type 'matrix' or 'vector' as if they were simple data types like integers, even
though the internal storage format can be very complicated.
Vectors
The abstract data type 'Vector' is represented as a simple class consisting of an
array containing the coefficients, and an integer containing the dimension of the
vector. This array and dimension integer are defined to be private, which means
that only member functions can address them. This variable encapsulation has
the advantage that the storage format of the vector can be altered without
having to change the complete program. A user can still read (but not change)
the vector dimension and the vector coefficients using the member functions
dimension and Element.
Obviously, not every program uses our definition of a vector. For example
when we want to communicate with external packages such as Matlab, every
vector needs to be converted to an array of doubles. To do this the member
function Vector2Array is needed, because only member functions of Vector
can read the hidden vector coefficients.
Matrices
A matrix is somewhat more complex as there are different ways to store matrix
coefficients in memory. If we would represent a matrix as a single class, just as
the definition of vectors, it would be very difficult to derive member functions
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that could handle all these different storage formats. To overcome this problem
we defined different matrix objects, each using its own storage format, but all
having the same member functions. For example: every matrix object has the
member function Element which returns the matrix coefficient at row i and
column j. Though the implementation of this member function depends on the
storage format, the function call is the same whatever storage format has been
used. These similarities are defined in the superc/ass 'Matrix'.
We have defined matrix objects that use Compressed Row Storage (CRS),
Jagged Diagonal Storage (JDS) and Skyline Storage (SKS). There also is a
matrix type that stores its coefficients in dense format.
The 'Matvec' member function

The Template solvers (see [barOl]) solve a matrix equation without knowing
the matrix explicitly. Instead, they require a method Matvec that calculates
the product of the matrix with an arbitrary vector. This calculation depends
on the storage format, so the Matvec function needs to be defined in all matrix
objects.
However, the definition of Matvec as a member function involves a problem. All Template solvers are written in the non object-oriented Fortran programming language, which means that the Template routine cannot access the
Matvec member function!
Our solution is to define a global, non member function which handles the
call to the Matvec function in the right matrix object. Which matrix object is
the right one has to be specified by a global pointer which must be set before
the Template routine is called.
Input and output

File input and output will be handled by the 'FileInput' and 'FileOutput' objects. These objects can read a matrix from file only if they have any knowledge
about the storage format of this matrix. On the other hand, the object oriented
design principle is to keep this kind of information private to the matrix objects.
Therefore, every matrix object has a member function ReadData to read in a
matrix from file assuming the matrix in the file has been stored with the right
storage format. So the 'FileInput' object recognizes the matrix storage format
in the file and creates the right matrix object. Next, the function ReadData of
this matrix object will be called to read in the matrix data.

5.2

Solvers

A 'Solver' is an abstract data type which basically implements a routine to
solve the equation Ax = b for given matrix A and vector b. As there are many
different kinds of solvers, each one will be represented by a member class of the
Solver class hierarchy.
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The Solve routine of MatlabSolve just passes the call to the Solve routine
of the Matlab object, which in its turn will use its link to send the problem to
Matlab and read back the result.
A subclass 'Templates' of the abstract class 'Solver' has also been implemented, which is a representative all the routines from the templates library. Parameters like the convergence tolerance and the maximum number of iterations
to be performed are declared in this Template class. The classes 'CGSolver',
which uses the iterative Conjugate Gradient method and 'BiCGStabSolver',
which uses the BiCGStab method have been implemented as descendants of
Templates.
An attractive property of Template solvers is that they do not need the
matrix A to solve the equation Ax = b. Instead, they use a routine Matvec that
computes Q'Ax + {3y for given scalars Q' and {3, and vectors x and y. So we don't
have to convert the matrix A to a standard format before the equation can be
solved. Just provide every Matrix class with a Matvec method which calculates
the matrix-vector product.

5.3

Preconditioners

Often iterative solvers require a preconditioner to approximate the solution more
efficiently. Basically, a preconditioner is a matrix M, which translates the equation Ax = b to an equation M- 1 Ax = M-1b such that the matrix M- 1 A may
has certain nice properties. However, the abstract datatype 'Preconditioner'
does not implement such a matrix M, instead it implements a routine Solve
which solves the equation M- 1 x = y for given vector y (compare this routine
with the Matvec routine in the Matrix classes).
A preconditioner is matrix-dependent, i.e. every preconditioner object contains a private pointer to a matrix object. Furthermore, as there are many different types of preconditioners every preconditioner type has been implemented
as a member class in a class hierarchy with Preconditioner as its abstract base
class (compare this with the matrix class definition).

5.4

Error handling

Almost every method receives a pointer to an object of class 'Result' which will
be used for Error handling. When an error occurs the method SetErrorO will
be invoked to specify and display the error. The reason for defining a separate
class for error handling is that we could define more of them; one which displays
errors in the user interface, one which writes them to file or one that would
suppress all errors. This way our program can operate with different kinds of
user interfaces.

5.5. EXTERNAL PACKAGES
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External packages

Our program must be able to communicate with external packages like Matlab
and Mathematica. Furthermore, it must be possible to extend it with other
packages in the future without too much effort. To accomplish this we designed
an abstract datatype for each external package. At present these are the classes
'Matlab' and 'Mathematica'.
One obvious thing to do is to define an abstract superclass 'Platforms' to
make sure all packages will operate uniformly. However, this would put too many
limitations on packages which might be implemented in the future. For instance,
a graphical package which is not capable of calculating solutions could not be
implemented as such a subclass of 'Platforms'. Therefore, instead of defining a
superclass we 'split' each package in to different categories; We will use Matlab
as a solver, a graphical package and as a tool to generate vectors. So there will
be a subclass 'MatlabSolver' of class 'Solver', a class 'MatlabGraphic' derived
from 'Graphic' and a class 'MatlabGenerate' which inherits from 'Generate'.
For instance, the method Plot3D in MatlabGraphic will activate a plot routine
in the Matlab class which on its turn will send the command to the Matlab
package, thereby using its link to Matlab and the (package-dependent) settings
which are defined in the Matlab class.

5.6

Input/output

The classes 'FileInput' and 'FileOutput' contain the methods to read or write
vectors and matrices from or to file. For every file opened for reading a corresponding 'FileInput' object exists, and for every file opened for writing there is
an object of type 'FileOutput'.
The method InputVector simply reads the vector dimension and the vector
coefficients and returns a vector object, provided no error occurred.
The method InputMatrix first identifies the matrix format in the file. Next
it creates an appropriate Matrix object and activates its method ReadMatrix
to read in the Matrix data. InputMatrix could not read in the matrix data by
itself as it would need to know about the hidden storage scheme of the matrix.
The following pseudo program is a typical example ofthe InputMatrix method
in class Filelnput:
proc FileInput.lnputmatrix(file: filename): Matrix
var matrix :Matrix;
if extension(file) = '.crs' -> matrix = newobject MatrixCRS;
o extension(file) = '.jds' -> matrix = newobject MatrixJDS;

o ....

fi
matrix.ReadMatrix(file) ;
return matrix;
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The procedure starts with the statement that matrix will be a variable of
type Matrix. However, there are different sorts of matrices. We determine
the exact matrix type by analyzing the extension of the filename that contains
the matrix data. The command newobject instantiates this specific Matrix
type. After the type of variable matrix has been determined, we call its method
ReadMatrix which will read the information in the supplied file.

Context

Application

Variable

Figure 5.2: Program Shell

5.7

Variable mechanism

Our program must be able to have different vectors and matrices in memory
simultaneously, so we need a variable mechanism to identify individual matrices
or vectors.
A variable is a relationship between an identifier and an entity. We'll use
strings to represent identifiers. In addition we need a class 'Entity' which will act
as an abstract superclass of the classes 'Matrix' and 'Vector'. The advantage of
this is that we do not need to distinguish between variables which store matrix
objects and variables that refer to vectors. From now on, a variable stores
'Entity' objects.
So a variable is an object which contains a string and a pointer of type
'Entity'. Next, we need to define a variable context which stores all the defined
variables. We must be able to add a variable to it, check the type of a variable,
refer to the entity contained in a specific variable, and so on. This variable
context will be modelled as a 'Context' class, which contains the variable list
and the operations on it.

5.8. COMMANDS
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Commands

Clearly one must be able to send commands to the engine. These commands
come from a user interface which, strictly speaking, is not part of the engine
program. This way, one could use the engine with a command line interface as
well as with a graphical, window based user interface.
A consequence of the distinction between the engine and the user interface
is that the engine uses abstract commands, which means that a command is
an object containing a command code and possibly one or more constants or
variable identifiers. So there are many different types of command objects, each
depending on the syntax of a specific command. For instance, a 'solve' command
object contains the command code and three identifiers: one of type 'matrix'
and two of type 'vector'. A 'plot' command object contains a different code and
only one identifier.
All these command objects are arranged as a class hierarchy, with a class
'Command' as its base class. This Command class only contains the command
code. All other information, like variable identifiers and constants, are defined
in the subclasses.
Now the procedure is as follows: When the engine receives a command object, the command code will be checked. This command code identifies the
precise type of the command object, so now the corresponding variables and
constants can be read. In an object oriented programming language this procedure will have the following structure:
const CGSOLVE, READMATRIX, ... ;
var context: Context;
var cgsolver : CGSolver;
proc Application.Execute(var command: Abstract_Command)
if command. code= CGSOLVE ~
I[
{command is a SolveCommand object}
var vectorl, vector2, result: Vector;
var matrix : Matrix;
matrix = context.IsMatrix( command.identifierl );
vectorl = context.IsVector( command. identifier2 );
vector2 = cgsolver.Solve( matrix, vectorl);
context.Add( command.identifier3, veetor2);
11

o

I[

command.code= READMATRIX ~
{command is a FileCommand object}
var matrix : Matrix;
var file : FileInput;
matrix = file.ReadMatrix( command.filename);
context.Add( command. identifierl, matrix);

11

fi

The member function IsMatrix checks if the supplied variable is of type
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Matrix. Is this is the case, it returns this Matrix object. The member function
IsVector operates in a similar way.

Chapter 6

User interface structure
A command line user interface is a program that accepts commands from a user
and translates them to the abstract commands that the program understands.
See chapter 4 for more information about abstract commands. Typical examples
of commands that a user can give are the following:
readmatrix("pois1600.crs",A)
solve(A,b,x)
matlabplot3d(x,40,40)
The translation of these commands to abstract commands will be done in two
phases (see [com06]). First, the command line needs to be partitioned into
tokens. This will be done by a scanner. After the command has been analyzed,
the parser will translate the list of tokens into an abstract command. These
two phases will be discussed in more detail below.

6.1

Phase 1: scanning

Before a command line can be translated, all parts of the command line need
to be identified. For example, consider the following command line:
readmatrix("pois1600.crs",A)
This command line can be partitioned into tokens as follows:
command element
readmatrix
(

"pois1600.crs"
A
)

token
command
bracket open
string
comma
identifier
bracket close
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Regular expressions
How to make a program that can identify the different parts of a command
line? It's important that we first give an exact definition of the tokens that can
appear in a command line. For example: an identifier must start with a letter,
followed by n letters or digits, where n can be zero. Especially when certain
tokens have a complex structure, as with floating point numbers, it's wise to
use so called regular expressions. Following is a typical example of a regular
expression:
identifier:
letter (letterldigit)*
Where letterldigit means 'letter or digit' and a* means zero or more repeats of a.
So the above expression means: 'every list of characters which is a letter followed
by zero or more letters or digits is an identifier'. Of course, the definition of a
digit is easy:
digit:
'0'1'1'1'2'1 .. 1'9' :=' 0'..'9'
where we introduced the abbreviation '0' ..'9' for obvious reasons.
There's one more symbol which we will need in the definition of regular
expressions: the empty symbol E. As an example, consider the following regular
expreSSIOn:

(aIE)b
The only strings that match this expression are band abo
In the following table the definitions of the more complex tokens are given
in terms of regular expressions:
token
regular expression
digit
'0' ..'9'
('a' ..'z')I('A'..'Z')
letter
string
" character* "
identifier
letter (letter 1digit)*
numlist
digit (digit)*
integer
(E 1+ 1-) numlist
floating-point (EI + 1-) numlist (EI . numlist) (EIE(EI + I-)numlist)

Identifying tokens
Suppose a command line is given as an array of characters:
C: 'readmatrix("pois1600" ,A),
With the aid of regular expressions it's easy to build procedures that can
delete a token from such a command line. For instance, consider the procedure 'delete-.eommand':
{C = 'readmatrix("pois1600" ,A)'}
delete-.eommand( C)
{C = '("pois1600" ,A)'}
Before such a token can be deleted from the command line, we need to know what
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kind of token it is. The easiest way to determine this type, is to check the first
character of the command line; when it starts with an opening bracket we call
the procedure 'delete...hracket'. When it starts with a letter we call the procedure 'deleteidentifier' or 'delete_command. In practice, there won't be a
procedure delete_command, because it's too difficult to distinguish between
identifiers and commands. A better way is to call procedure 'deleteidentifier'
first, and then to check if this identifier happens to be a command. Similarly,
we use a procedure 'delete...number' to treat integers and reals.
A procedure 'deleteJdentifier' that just deletes an identifier from a command line is not very useful. Naturally, we want to know which identifier
has been deleted. The same is true for the procedures 'delete...number' and
'delete..string'. These procedures will have a return value which specifies the
token.
Now the main function of the scanner checks the first character of (the rest
of) the command line and calls the appropriate routine to read the next token
and delete it from this string. Next, it adds the gathered information (token
type and token identification) to some kind of a token list. After a finite number
of steps the complete command line will be translated into a token list, which
then can be fed to the parser.
proc scanner(C: array of char)
var list : token.list
list := 0;
do C# 0 -+ if C[O] ='C -+ list'" delete_openbracket(C)
o C[O] = ')' -+ list'" delete_closebracket(C)
o C[O] = "" -+ list'" delete..string( C)
fi
od

6.2

Phase 2: parsing

After a command line has been partitioned into a list oftokens, the construction
of the abstract command is in our case a relatively easy job. When the parser
is being called with some token list, it first checks if the first token in the list is
of type command. If this is the case, the parser will create a command object of
the right type. For example, if the first item in the token list is {readmatrix}
an object of type FileCommand will be created, which implies that the command
must have the following syntax: filecommand(string, identifier).
Next, the parser will check if the syntax of the command is correct. In
the case of the command readmatrix the parser will check if the token list contains the following token types respectively: {filecommand, brackeLopen, string,
comma, identifier, brackeLclose } Now information such as variable names or
integer constants can be copied into the command object.
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When a command line interface must be able to evaluate complex expressions, such as

if(a=f(b/2) ) readmatrix(fname. A)
the parser would also be much more complex. The complexity of the scanner
however, does not depend on the complexity of the syntax of expressions.

Appendix A
•
maln.c

The file 'main.c' contains the function main which is the start of every C program.
#include "ui.h"
#include <stdio.h>
void mainO

{
Scanner scan;
Parser pars;
Result res;
Application app(&res);
char s[100];
Command *com=O;
ScanList *list=O;
s[O]=O;
cout~"»

";

cin~s;

while(strcmp(s, "qui t")/O)

{
res.ClearErrorO;
list = scan.ScanLine(s, &res);
corn = pars.Parse(list, &res);
scan. DelScanList(list);
app.Execute(com,&res);
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pars.DisplayResult(com,&res);
delete com;
cout~"» ";
cin~s;

}
exit(O);

}

Appendix B

declaraties.h
The file 'declaraties.h' contains the class definitions of the program kernel. The
command class definitions and the classes of the user interface can be found in
the files 'commanddef.inc' and 'ui.h' respectively.
#include "engine.h"
#include "mathlink. h"
#include <string.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include "defines. inc"
#define VARLEN 20
#define FILENAMELEN 20
typedef char varname[VARLEN+l];
typedef char Tfilename[FILENAMELEN+l];
class FileInput;
class FileOutput;
class Result
/ / Concrete class containing return code

{
private:
int code;
char message[256];
public:
/ / specify Error code and error message
ResultO {code=O;}
void
ClearErrorO {code=O;}
void SetError(int, char*);
int NoErrorO / / check for error
37
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{
if(code) return FALSE;
else return TRUE;

}
};
class Entity
/ / abstract superclass of Vector, Matrix

{
public:
virtual int GiveTypeO=O;
virtual char* GiveInfoO=O;
virtual ""'EntityO;

};
class Vector:public Entity
/ / Concrete class
{
private:
/ / Pointer to vectorelements
double *coeff;
int ldimension;
public:
int GiveTypeO {return VECTOR;}
char* GiveInfoO;
int dimensionO {return ldimension;}
/ /vectorlength
Vector(double*,int,Result*);
/ /initialize with array
""'VectorO {deleteD coeff;} / / destroy vector
double Element(int,Resulh);
/ /Return i-th element
double* Vector2Array(Result*); / / copy the vector into an array

};
class _Matrix:public Entity
/ / Abstract superclass of _MatrixCRS, -MatrixJDS, -MatrixSKS, _MatrixFULL,
etc

{
public:
int GiveTypeO {return MATRIX;}
virtual char* GiveInfoO;
int ldimension,lsparse,lnonzeros;
virtual ,,",_MatrixO;
int dimensionO {return ldimension;}
int sparseO {return lsparse;}
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int nonzerosO {return lnonzeros;}
virtual void MatVec( double*,double*,double*,double*)=0;
/ / calculate matrix-vector product
virtual double Element(int,int,Result*)=0;
/ / return specified matrix element
virtual void ReadData(FileInpuh,Result*)=0;
/ / read matrix from input file
virtual void WriteData(FileOutpuh,Result*)=0;
/ / write matrix to output file

};
class MatrixFULL:public -Matrix
/ / Concrete subclass of -Matrix, implementing the various virtual methods

{
private:
double *Val;
public:
""MatrixFULLO {deletel] val;}
char* GiveInfoO;
void MatVec(double*,double*,double*,double*);
/ / calculate matrix-vector product
double Element(int,int,Result*);
/ / return specified matrix element
void ReadData(FileInpuh,Resu1t*);
/ / read matrix from input file
void WriteData(FileOutpuh ,Result*);
/ / write matrix to output file

};
class MatrixCRS:public _Matrix
/ / Concrete subclass of -Matrix, implementing the various virtual methods
{
private:
double *val;
int *coUnd, *row_ptr;
public:
""MatrixCRSO;
char* GiveInfoO;
void MatVec(double*,double*,double*,double*);
/ / calculate matrix-vector product
double Element(int,int,Resulh);
/ / return specified matrix element
void ReadData(FileInpuh,Resulh);
/ / read matrix from input file
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void WriteData(FileOutput* ,Result*);
/ / write matrix to output file

};
class MatrixSKS:public _Matrix
/ / Concrete subclass of ..Matrix, implementing the various virtual methods

{
private:
double *Val;
int *row_ptr;
public:
"",MatrixSKSO {deleteD val; deletel] row_ptr;}
char* GiveInfoO;
void MatVec(double*,double*,double*,double*);
/ / calculate matrix-vector product
double Element(int,int,Resulh);
/ / return specified matrix element
void ReadData(FileInput*,Result*);
/ / read matrix from input file
void WriteData(FileOutput*,Result*);
/ / write matrix to output file

};
class MatrixJDS:public _Matrix
/ / Concrete subclass of ..Matrix, implementing the various virtual methods

{
private:
int aantkol;
double *jdiag;
int *coLind, *jd_ptr, *perm,*inverseperm;
public:
"",MatrixJDSO;
chaH GiveInfoO;
void MatVec( double*,double*,double*,double*);
/ / calculate matrix-vector product
double Element(int,int,Result*);
/ / return specified matrix element
void ReadData(FileInput*, Resulh);
/ / read matrix from input file
void WriteData(FileOutpuh, Resulh);
/ / write matrix to output file

};
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class Mathematica
/ / Concrete class representing the Mathematica platform

{
private:
MLINK link;
/ / MathLink pointer to Mathematica
int MathematicaEnabled(Result*); / / Check if link is valid
public:
Mathematica(Result*);
,....,MathematicaO;
void MatrixStructure(_Matrix*,Resulh); / /Show matrixstructure graphically
/ / Create two-dimensional plot of vector
Plot2D(Vectof*, Resulh);
/ / Create three-dimensional plot of vector
void Plot3D(Vector*,int,int,Result*,int);
Vector& CreateVector(char*,Result*); / / Create user-defined vector
Vector& Solve(_Matrix*,Vector*,Result*); / / Solve Ax=b

};
class Matlab
/ / Concrete class representing the Matlab platform

{
private:
Engine *link;
/ / Pointer to MatlabEngine
int MatlabEnabled(Resulh); / / Check if link is valid
int SendMatrix(_Matrin,char*,Result*); / / Pass Matrix through to Matlab
int SendVector(Vector* ,int ,int,char* ,Result*);
void ClearAll(Result*);
public:
char colormap[20];
/ /Matlab settings
char shading[20];
int edge;
Matlab(Result* );
,....,MatlabO;
/ / Show matrixstructure graphically
void MatrixStructure(_Matrix*,Result*);
/ / Create three-dimensional plot of vector
void Plot3D(Vectof*,int,int,Result*);
Vectof* CreateVector(chaf*,Resulh); / /Create user-defined vector
Vectof* Solve(.-Matrix*,Vector*,Resulh); / / Solve Ax=b

};
class Preconditioner
/ / abstract superclass of J acobiPreconditioner, IdentityConditioner,
//
etc.
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{
public:
_Matrix *matrix;
virtual void Solve(double*, double*)=0;

/ / Solve x=My

};
class IdentityConditioner:public Preconditioner
/ / concrete subclass of Preconditioner

{
public:
void Solve(double*, double*);

/ / Solve x=y

};
class Solver

/ / Abstract superclass of MathematicaSolver, MatlabSolver and Templates

{
public:
virtual Vector* Solve(_Matrix*,Vector*,Result*)=O;
virtual ~SolverO;

};
class Templates: public Solver
/ / Abstract subclass of Solver and superclass of the individual template

/ / routines
{
public:
int maxiterations; / / max number of iterations to be performed
double maxresidu;
Vector *xfirst;
/ /vector containing first guess
virtual ~TemplatesO;

};
class JacobiSolver: public Templates
/ / Concrete subclass of Templates, implementing Solve as the iterative

/ / Jacobi solver

{
public:
virtual Vector* Solve(_MatriX*,Vector*,Result*);

};
class CGSolver: public Templates
/ / Concrete subclass of Templates, implementing Solve as the iterative

/ / Conjugate gradient solver

{
public:
Preconditioner *precond; / / Pointer to class containing the appropriate
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/ /preconditioner
CGSolverO;
~CGSolverO;

virtual Vector* Solve(_Matrix*,Veetor*, Resulh );

};
class BiCGStabSolver: public Templates
/ / Concrete subclass of Templates, implementing Solve as the iterative
/ / BiCGStab solver

{
public:
Preconditioner *precond; / / Pointer to class containing the appropriate
/ / preconditioner
virtual Veetor* Solve(_Matrix*, Vector*, Result*);
Bi CGStabSolverO;
~ BiCGStabSolverO;

};
class MathematicaSolver: public Solver
/ / Concrete subclass of Solver to solve the equation Ax=b withing
/ / Mathematica

{
public:
Vector* Solve(_Matrix*, Vectof*, Resulh);

};
class MatlabSolver: public Solver
/ / Concrete subclass of Solver to solve the equation Ax=b withing
/ / Matlab

{
private:
Matlab *matlab;
public:
MatlabSolver(Matlab* mat) {matlab=mat;}
Vector* Solve(_Matrix*, Vector*, Resulh);

};
class Graphic
/ / Abstract superclass of MathematicaSolver, MatlabSolver and Templates

{
public:
virtual void MatrixStructure(_Matrin,Resulh)=0;
virtual void Plot3D(Vector*,int,int,Resulh)=0;

};
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class MatlabGraphic: public Graphic

{
private:
Matlab *matlab;
public:
MatlabGraphic(Matlab* mat) {matlab=mat;}
void MatrixStructure(_Matrin,Resulh);
void Plot3D(Vector* ,int ,int, Result*);

};
class FileOutput

{
private:
chau filename;
ofstream fout;
public:
FileOutput(char*,Result*);
"-'FileOutputO {deletel] filename; }
void
void
void
void

PutScalar(int, Result*);
PutScalar(double, Result*);
PutArray(int*, int, Result*);
PutArray(double*,int, Result*);

void OutputVector(Vectou,Resulh); IIWrite vector to filename;
void OutputMatrix(_Matrix*,Resulh); II Write matrix to filename;

};
class Filelnput

{
private:
char* filename;
ifstream fin;
public:
void GetScalar(int&, Resulh);
void GetScalar(double&, Result*);
void GetArray(int*, int, Resulh);
void GetArray(double*, int, Resulh);
Filelnput(chau, Result*);
'" FilelnputO {deleteD filename;}
Vector* InputVector(Resulh); II Read vector from file
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_Matrin InputMatrix(Resulh); / / Read matrix from file

};
class Variable

{
public:
varname name;
Entity *entity;
Variable(varname, Entity*, Resulh);
......variableO {delete entity;}

};
class Context

{
private:
struct VarList

{
Variable* var;
VarLish next, *prev;
} Hoot, *last;
int length;
VarList* seek(varname);
public:
ContextO {root = last =0; length = o;}
"'ContextO;
void Add(varname, Entity*, Result*);
void Delete(varname, Result*);
void ClearAllO;
_Matrix* IsMatrix(varname,Result*);
Vector* IsVector(varname,Result*);
char** VarList(Resulh);
chau* VarInfo(Resulh);

};
#include "commanddef. inc"
class Application

{
public:
Matlab
*matlab;
Mathematica *mathem;
CGSolver *cg;
BiCGStabSolver *bicg;
Context
context;
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Preconditioner

*precondlist[NO_OF_PRECOND];

Application(Resulh) ;
'"ApplicationO;
void Execute(Command*, Result*);

};
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